9. Your Feet Are Too Big! – ALL + AUDIENCE (V2 needed on paper!)
ALL
1.
Your feet are too big, (too big, too big)!
You have to admit (you must admit)
There’s no way it fits (no way it fits),
You’re over equipped (over equipped)!
I’m sorry to say (sorry to say),
Please be on your way (be on your way).
I know it’s a shame, all the same,
It’s quite plain to see the shoe doesn’t fit!
CHORUS: Will you form a queue, everyone of you?
Please be patient while you’re waiting.
Please co-operate, we won’t keep you late,
There’s just half a chance you’ll be the lucky one today!
ALL
PLUS AUDIENCE – will require children who can work the audience
(Audience to be encouraged to sing the echo?)
2.

Your feet are too wide (too wide, too wide),
You cannot deny (you can’t deny)
There’s no need to cry (no need to cry)
They don’t fit inside (don’t fit inside)
I’m sorry to say (sorry to say)
Please be on your way (be on your way).
I know it’s a shame, all the same,
It’s quite plain to see the shoe doesn’t fit!

CHORUS…
3.

Your feet are too slim (too slim, too slim),
Usually thin )they’re rteally thin)!
It looks rather grim (so grim, so grim),
You’d get them both in (get them both in)!
I’m sorry to say (sorry to say),
Please be on your way (be on your way).
I know it’s a shame, all the same,
It’s quite plain to see the shoe doesn’t fit!

4. INSTRUMENTAL VERSE – with dialogue:

Dialogue:
Rocky:
(Calling out) Is there anyone else?
Town Crier:
(Calling even louder) Anyone else?
Possibility of having to create a verse here if someone in the
audience calls out – have one ready?!
Ugly Sisters (Tog): Oh no there isn’t! Let me try again.
(Both try to get back to the chair)
Rocky:
Looks like that’s it then, everyone.
PR:
Never mind Rocky – there’s plenty more feet in
the
street. Go on tour and check out all the feet
abroad
Ugly Sisters (tog):

I’ve got broad feet!

Buttons and Cinders run on…
Buttons:
Rocky:
5.

Wait! There’s one more! Cinderella!
(She tries on the shoe)
It fits! There, that’s Betta!

Your feet are just right (just right, just right)!
Not loose or too tight (not loose or tight)
A wonderful sight (wonderful sight)!
Well there’s a surprise (surprise, surprise)
I’m happy to say (happy to say)
It’s turned out OK (turned out OK)
It’s been a good day, hip hooray!
‘Cause we found the girl the shoe’s gonna fit!

